The data I will discuss here comes from the SLAC-LBL magnetic detector at SPEAR. This detector as well as event selection techniques have been described earlier, 1 and I will thus confine myself to some details about the time-of-flight system only.
We have observed2,3 a narrow resonance of mass 1865 MeVjc2. In this talk I will present the evidence that this new particle --and its associated excited state --can be identified with the (D 0 ,D+) and (D*o,D*+) doublets of charm theory.4 Even though the evidence will develop in the course of this talk, I will use the accepted nomenclature for charmed particles from the outset.
The data sample analyzed here :i..n the 3. 9-4. 6 GeV region corresponds to "" 8o,ooo hadronic events identified in the detector.· This data was taken in three roughly equal integrated luminosity runs, two at fixed energies Ecm = 4.028 ~nd 4.415 GeV and one extending over an energy region from Ecrri = 3. 9 to 4. 6 GeV. Furthermore we will also present more recent results from Ecm = 5.0 to 7.8 GeV. In the present analysis we have confined ourselves to hadronic events with three or more observed prongs.- Time-of-flight (TOF) information played an important part in this work. The TOF system includes 48 2.4 em X 20 em X 26o em Pilot Y scintillation counters arranged in a cylindrical array immediately outside the tracking spark chambers at a radius of 1. 5 m from the beam axis. Both ends of each counter are viewed by Amperex 56 DVP photomultiplier tubes (PM); anode signals from each PM are sent to separate TDC's, ADC's, and latches. Pulse height information is used to correct times given by the TDC's. The collision time is derived from a pickup electrode that senses the passage of the o. 2 ns long beam pulses; the period between successive collisions is 78o ns. Run--2-to-run calibrations of the TOF system are performed with Bhabha scattering ( e+e-~ e+e-) events. The rms resolution of the TOF system is Ot = o. 35-o. 4 ns.
Summary of Data Sample (GeV
Typical time difference between a n and a K in the Kn signal is only about 0.5 ns. We have used the following two techniques to extract the best possible information on particle identity. To apply these methods~ tracks are required to have good timing information from both PM's, consistent with the extrapolated position of the track in the counter.
A. Direct Particle Identification by TOF
In this method we calculate three XI values for each observed track. They are related to the probability that the track is a n, a K, or a proton. Here Xf is defined by: 2 2 2 xi = (ti -tM) /at where i = n,K,p; ti is the time calculated for mass i from measured momentum; tM is measured TOF. If the track satisfies the criteria ~ < 3, xi· < x2 ~he track is called a K; and similarly for protons.
If . ·
. n Xn <xi the track is called a n; the track is also caLI_ed a n when no reliable TOF information is available as when, for example, more than one track hits the TOF counter.
B. The Weight Method
In the weight method each track is assigned three weights corresponding to its probability of being a n, K or p. These are determined from the measured momentum and TOF assuming a Gaussian probability distribution with standard deviation o.4 ns. Then, the relative n-K-p probabilities are renormalized so that their sum is unity~ and two-particle combinations are weighted by the joint probability that the particles satisfy the particular n or K hypothesis assigned to them. In this way, the total weight assigned to all nn, Kn In the study of the two-body meson system, for example, each pair of particles with total charge zero gets entered into three graphs: In our earlier publications 2 ,3 we have used method B, the weight method. This method allowed us to give a quantitative assessment of the reliability of the K particle assignments in the D
•
Irt what follows we will use both method A, which lends itself more readily to the study of scatter plots, and method B. We will also show a comparison between the two methods which demonstrates that for the study of mass plots they do not differ in any essential features.
c. "Hidden" Charm A glance at the distribution in R = ahadfa~~ (see Figs. land 2) shows clearly that some type of transition is occurring near Ecm = 3.8 GeV. Here we note the very narrow states 'lj!jJ(3095) and 'lj!'(3684) are followed by a rapid step in R from an average value (excluding the 'lj! and 'lj!') of = 2.5 to an average value of = 5. In addition, evidence for several broader states (not fully resolved) around 4 GeV and one broad state.at 4.415 GeV, r = 30 MeV is found.
Thus we see all the earmarks of narrow "bound" states* below 3.7 GeV, the 'lj!jJ and 'lj!' with the quantum numbers of the photon. Furthermore, additional "bound" states with quantum numbers different from those of the photon, three to four** X states,5 reached by radiative decay from the 'lj!' and a state6 x(28oo) reached by radiative decay of the 'lj!. Those are followed at higher Ecm values (above 3.8 GeV) by broad peaks, presumably no longer "bound" states. ·
The current interpretation is that these narrow particles are isosinglet states of a new quark-antiquark pair cc, the charmonium states,7 agd that their decay is inhibited by the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (ozi) rule where the final states do not contain the new quarks. This is similar to the case of the ~ made up of ss whose decay to p:rr is inhibited by the OZI rule as well.
The iz:hibition due to the OZI rule no longer applies as soon as the threshold energy is reached where the production of a pair of new mesons D,D, each of which contain this new charmed quark c and c respectively, together with an old type quark (qi and qi respectively) becomes energetically allowed.
Experimentally one finds that the threshold for the new 1865 MeVjc2 particles occurs right in the region between the narrow and broad peaks.
D. Charm "Revealed"
To show the evidence for charm I will discuss the following about the new particles: *Here the term "bound" state is used to indicate that the decays are inhibited by a factor of 1000 over the normal strong interaction rates.
**x(3415), X(3500) = Pc, X(3550) and possibly X(3450). c.
-4-The various neutral decay modes: Observation of a threshold: Eth Exotic final state: the charged final state K+rr±n±.
-+ -+ + K+n-, K 0 rr+rr-, K+n-n n-. > 3.1 GeV and possibly > 3. 7~!/, particle decays into an exotic d. Associated production: the particles are produced exclusively in association with another particle of equal or larger mass. e. Experimental width: from the direct mass measurement of the K3n system we showed that the width is r < 4o MeV/c2; by including information on the recoil system this can now be reduced to r < 2 MeV.
f. !-spin multiplets: the proximity in mass of the neutral and charged particles in both the ground state and first excited state is evidence tha~ are dealing with !-spin multiplets. g. Radiative D*O decay: from the recoil spectrum we show the presenc'e ·of D* 0 -+ yD 0 • This is further evidence fo~ the conservation of a new quantum number. . h. Parity violation in the decay: from a comparison of the Knn and Kn decay modes we give evidence for parity violation, and hence weak decay. i. Search for Cabibbo forbidden decay modes: we set an upper limit for decay in the n+n-channel. j. ·semi-leptonic decay modes: evidence for these comes from work at DESY on inclusive e and Koe± production cross sections.
II. THE ESTABLISHED DECAY MODES -+
A. Threshold Behavior for the K+n-Decay Mode
In Fig. 3 we show the K+n± mass distribution for three energy regions: the ' \!f / J, the \jr', and the Ecm = 3. 9-4. 6 GeV region as well as data at Ecm = 4.028 GBV. The D 0 signal occurs only for .the 3.9-4.6 GeV region. In particular we note that at Ecm = 4.o28 GeV the signal-to-background ratio is considerably larger than for the overall 3. 9-4. 6 GeV region. The D is thus specifically associated with the resonance peaks in the total cross section. In Fig. 3 the 1!f data corresponds to "' 150,000 hadronic events and the 'l!f' data to 350,000 hadronic events. We note that of these "' 72,000 hadronic events correspond to second-order electromagnetic interaction and these at least could in principle be a source for the D 0 signal. We consider the absence of any such signal a clear indication that the D 0 does not get produced below a threshold energy Eth· Thus Eth > 3.1 GeV, if we consider production via an intermediate photon. If we also consider direct production at the '\!f', Eth > 3.7 GeV.
In Fig. 4 we show the Kn signal for all the Ecm = 3. 9-4. 6 GeV data with a cut on the recoil mass at Mrecoil > 1800 MeV. This selection tends to reduce the background while the signal remains unaffected. Also shown in Fig. 4 are the kinematic reflections in the ,·,n+n-" and "K+K-" mass distributions which occur because of K misidentification or lack of TOF information, in which case the track is assigned the pion mass. With the present statistics we note clear "kine~tic reflection" signals at 1740 MeVjc2 for "nn" and 1990 MeVjc2 for "KK." We note that the momentum of the two-body system in such a 0 ' . u'~ ~~ 8 -5-kinematic reflection signal is riot altered by the mass assignment to the track. We will make use of these additional events below in connection with the recoil spectrum.
The Here we must first obtain a high quality K~ signal and then evaluate the ~1(+ 1(-mass combinations. Neutra·l kaons are identified by their decay Ks ~ 1(+1(-. In order to identify this decay and to suppress background from pions produced directly, the following procedure has been used. First, the event is projected onto the x-y plane, i.e., the plane perpendicular to the beams, and·. for any pair of oppositely chargedparticles the intersection of the tracks is determined. In order to assure good resolution on the vertex position the projected angle between the tracks is required to be at least 10° and no more than 170°. In general, one finds ~wo intersections; the unphysical solution is usually far outside the detector and is eliminated by a cut on the distance from the beam. A minimum of 10 mm, corresponding to roughly ·four standard deviations away from zero, and a maximum Of l6cm, which is just inside the first wire chamber, is required. The vertex position obtained in projection is checked using the third coordinate. Tracks that are separated at the intersection by more than 16 em with respect to z are rejected~ For the pairs selected in this way the total momentum is calculated as the vector sum of t;he momenta of the two tracks at the intersection. This vector is required to point back to the beam intersection. This is achieved by a four standard deviation cut on the angle between the momentum and the vector pointing from the beam·to the· vertex. This cut greatly enhances the signal-to-background ratio. 10 In . Fig. 6 we show the resulting K~n+1r-mass distribution for the Ecm ·-6-D.
-+ +
The Charged -Exotic Decay Mode K+ n:-1c (1876) In Fig. 7 we show a ~omparison of the exotic decay mode K+n:±n:± and the non-exotic mode K+rr+n:-for the "4.1" GeV region arid with a cut on the recoil system: Mrec = 1960-2040 MeVjc2.
Here "exotic" stands for the fact that the I-spin of the final state is I = 3/2 or 5/2 rather than I = 1/2 as is the case for all known K*'s. Such a final state cannot be formed out of a qiqj pair where here qi (qj) stands for any of the three "old-fashioned" quarks (anti-quarks). Another way of describing the "exotic" nature of this final state is that the charge of the K is opposite to tae charge of the entire Kn:n: final state. In terms of the charm model the Cabibbofavored decays involve a c-quark transforming into an s-quark with 6C = ts. Thus the o+ with C = 1 and S = 0 decays to a system with C = o, S = -1 and positive charge, which is exotic. The exotic Kn:n: signal was determined from the mass interval 1840-1920 MeV/c2. Here background estimates come from the non-exotic channel over the same mass interval, s"caled by 1/2. We find 75 ± 12 events in the signal after background subtraction, and 160 ± 35 events in the entire data sample.
III. THE RECOIL SYSTEMS, PRODUCTION AND DECAY MODES
We find that the 0° and D+ signals are associated with very distinct recoil spectra. Here Mrecoil is defined by: In Fig, 8a only the Kn signal with identified K mesons is shown. On the other hand in Fig. 8b we have also added in the signal from the "n:+rr-" and "K+K-" kinematical reflections illustrated in Fig. 4 . This is possible as only the experimental quantities Ecm and the momentum p are used to calculate Mrecoil· The addition of these signals increases the available statistics, but more important, removes biases due to the fact that the reliability of K identification decreases with increasing K momentum.
In view of the fact that the D momentum p is essentially unaffected by the constituent particle identities, this procedure becomes independent of the TOF mass assignments (except for nucleon elimination) • . The only small mass dependent contribution to particle momenta comes from the energy loss in the beam pipe and its surrounding trigger counters ~ 1. 9 gmjcm 2 of material. In the distributions in Figs. 8a and 8b the corresponding background has been subtracted. · The background was evaluated from the population of two bands on either side of the signal.
In Fig. 8a the background bands were subtracted directly without concern for slightly different kinematical boundaries. In Fig. 8b Mrecoil for the background events was evaluated with the
same fixed MKrc value. This "scales" the kinematic boundaries.
Some caution must be used in interpreting the four prominent structures in Fig. 8b . Namely, we must remember that the data samples added together in this figure have a highly non-uniform integrated luminosity distribution from Ecm = 3. 9-4. 6 GeV. In particular the second and third peaks come largely from the 4.028 GeV data. We observe narrow peaks in Mrecoil at ~ l86o MeVjc21-. ~ 2005 MeVjc2, ~ 2145 MeVjc2 and a broader peak at ~ 2440 MeV/cc. We interpret the first three peaks as followsl 0 :
' ( 3) A priori, an alternate possibility exists for the third peak; viz.,
e e ~ D D and charge conJugate • ( 3')
We will discuss these interpretations in more detail below and in particular show evidence to rule out-interpretation (3'). The enhancement at 2440 MeV/c2 and width r ~ 100 MeVjc2 could be due to rnultibody processes such as D*D*n, for example or, alternatively, production of a charmed state of higher mass. The recoil spectrum against the (K3n) 0 mass peak shows consistent features (Fig. 8c ) but suffers statistically from the very substantial background subtraction.
In Fig. 9 we show the corresponding Mrecoil distribution for the exotic channel K+rr±rr±. In this case the background is deduced from the non-exotic channel K±n+n-. Here we again have a more severe background subtraction as well as a lower statistical significance on the· signal ("" 160 events). The very prominent peak observed at Mrecoil "" 2010 MeVjc 2 can be interpreted as + - 
only weaker relative to reaction (4).
A. ·D* Decay Modes
The possible charm conserving D* decay modes are:
The evidence for the obs,;>rved decay modes is given below. It is interesting to note that if charm were violated, D*'s would preferentially decay strongly into light hadrons rather than electromagnetically.
The evidence for reaction (3) can be interpreted as D 0 production thrOU<!Jh the reactions ( l)-( 3). These production processes are discussed by De Rujula, Georgi, and Glashow; and Lane and Eichten 11 based on our early preliminary results.
There are two features which contribute to·the fact that the decay mode D*+ ~ n +Do cannot be directly observed in the 3. 9 :-4. 6 GeV region.
(i) The Q value for decay mode (11) is small, hence then+ and D 0 have momenta roughly proportional to their masses.
( ii) At low momenta ( < 100 Mevjc) our detector becomes very inefficient for charged particle detection.
It cuts off completely below pl = 55 MeV/c where pl is the momentum projection perpendicular to the beam ax·is.
We have thus examined the Ecm = 5. 0-7. This mass difference is plotted in Fig. 13 .
From this data we find the D*+-D 0 mass difference to be 145.3 ± 0.5 MeV/c2 or equivalently the Q value for decay mode ( 11) is 5. 7 ± 0.5 MeV. We will use this information as a constraint in the mass deter,rninations below. The observed width of the peak in Fig. 13a is conslstent with the expected resolution from Monte-Carlo calculations.
Thus P(D*+) < 2 MeVjc2. This implies that even though we are dealing with a strong charm conserving decay, be- 
V. MASSES AND RELATIVE PRODUCTION RATES
For mass determination we focus on a single energy: Ecm = 4.028
GeV. We can then consider momentum distributions p of the two-particle sy.stem. In Fig. l2b we show the'momentum spectrum for the two-body decays of the D 0 , in 10 MeV intervals. In Fig. l2c the same for the K+ 1t±1t-± system. Figure l2a 
B. Momentum Spectra
From a glance at Fig. 14a we note three distinct contributions to the peak corresponding to D*o* production, process (3), depending on the source of the observed D 0 's. It is clear that the shape of the peak centered at p 3 is a sensitive function of whether we are dealing with 1r 0 or y decay of D* 0 • For 1r 0 decay we get a Gaussian distribution while for y decay we get a distribution with dNjdp 2 = constant or dNjdp a: p, which results in a triangular shape. Finally for D 0 product.ion from the o*t feeddown decay mode, process ( 11), we expect a separate peak. As there is no evidence for such a peak this means that either the D*o and D* masses are nearly degenerate, or the rate -loof contributions from process (ll) is low. The value of the D* mass, for process ( 7) or ( 11), is a sensitive function of p 3
; viz., dM(D*) ~ -O.l dp3.
_
The second peak and its associated shoulder is due to DD* (and charge conjugate) production, process (2).
Here as we note from Fig.  l4a there are four contributing processes. The central value of p 2 determines MD+ MD*, while the shape of the shoulder and peak determine the relative contributions of the four processes.
Finally the t~ird "peak" (which appears clearly in a 20 MeV/c binning) is due to DD production, process ('1). A similar --though simpler --situation hulds for the_D+ spectrum.
When high statistical accuracy becomes available it should be possible to determine all masses and production cross sections as well as the B(D+ ~ K-n+n+)/B(D 0 ~ K-n+) ratio of branching ratios from two such spectra.
In view of the present limited statistics, particularly in the D+ spectrum, we have carried two types of fits to the data in Fig. 14.
Type I -Normal fit
Here we make the assumptions: (a) All D and D* production occurs through two-body reactions, processes (1-3) and their charged analogue.
(b) All allowed D* decay processes are given by (6-11) (except for (8))'.
(c) D* decays are isotropic in the D* rest frame.
-Assumption (a) was tested by including in the assumed D 0 spectrum the three-body process D 0 D 0 n°. This process produces a very broad peak centered near 4oo MeV/c that is not seen in the data. We estimate that it contributes less than lO% of the D 0 signal. Decay mode (11) complicates the momentum spectra because it couples produced D*+ events to observed D 0 events. D 0 and D± momentum spectra expected under these assumptions, folded with detector resolution, were simultaneously fit to the data by vary~ ing the parameters shown in the first column of Table I . The Q-value for decay mode (11) was fixed at 5.7 MeV as stated above. The momentum spectrum for background events was estimated by smoothing the spectrum of the background events discussed above.
Type II -Isospin constrained fit A second fit to the data was performed with the additional assumptions:
(d) D and D* are produced at Ecm = 4.028 GeV in state~ of pure isospin and the phase space corrections to reactions (1), (2) and (3) follow a p3 law, where pis the center-of-mass momentum. (e) Isospin is a good quantum number in picnic decays of D*, and the transition probability decay mode (9) is 1/4 that of decay mode (6). 1 3 Phase space corrections forD* decay also behave like p3, where p is now the momentum of the D in the D* rest frame. The p3 dependence follows from the assumptionl4 that the D and D* are pseudoscalar and vector respectively.
The data were fit under both sets of assumptions with various starting points, background functions, and resolutions in order to study the stability of the results. Some parameters vary outside of statistical errors depending on the type of fit. 0 0 7 -11-To get a feeling for these two types of fits in columns 2 andJ of Table I we show average values obtained from a number of different versions of these fits, while in column 4 of the Table, we present the parameters we judge to be most reliably determined along with our estimate of their total uncertainty including systematic errors. The solid ·curves of Figs. 14b and 14c show the results of a typical fit of the second type. It is important to note that thepopulation at low momenta in Fig. 14c is too large to be interpreted as just background. Indeed if one restricts the K~~ invariant.mass analysis to combinations having momentum less than 320 Mevjc, one finds a three standard devia-· tion peak at the o+ mass. The natural interpretation of this result is the presence of significant o*+o*-production followed by ·decays via modes (9) and/or (10).
We note from Table I that the extent of the 0° contribution due to decay mode (11) is highly model dependent. In fits of the first kind, only 6% of observed D 01 s can be attributed too*+ production followed by decay mode (11). In the isospin constrained fits, this fraction increases to 29%. Because of this large value the isospin constrained fit forces the o*O and o*+ masses to be nearly equal in order to match the narrowness of the peak near 180 MeV/c in Fig. l4b .
We note from Table I that the relative importance of reactions (1), (2), (3) where a p3 phase space factor has been explicitly removed. These ratios are to be compared with the spin counting estimates 11 of 1:4:7, which are in strong disagreement with the data. Various explanations of this behavior have been discussed in the literature.11,15
Furthermore we note that Mo+ > M 0 o. · This mass difference has been predicted in the literature.11,16,17 More measurements will be needed to establish an actual reliable value for this mass difference.
VI. THE T-e PUZZLE REVISITED; EVIDENCE FOR PARITY VIOLATION FROM D DECAY
A study of the o± ~ K~~ Dalitz plot shows that the plot is compatible with a phase space distribution, does not appear to die off on the boundaries as a natural spin parity assignment would, and is specifically incompatible with JP assignments of 1-or 2+. These observations, coupled with. the observation of the ~ decay of the o 0 , a final state of natural spin parity (JP = o+, 1-, ~' ••• ),and the belief that the neutral and charged particles are members of the same isomultiplet, suggest parity viola.tion in the decay of the D's.
A. Appearance of Dalitz Plot

+
In order to obtain a relatively clean sample of the decay o-~ K+~±n:± we apply mass and missing mass cuts to three-body combinations for data taken between 3.9 < Ecm < 4.25 GeV~ The cuts are 186o'< ~~n: < 1920 MeVjc 2 and 196o < Mrecoil < 2040 MeVjc2 (see Fig. 7 ).
From this selection we obtain a sample of 126 events of which we esti--12-mate 58 events to be background.
In Fig. 15a we present. the Dalitz plot for these 126 events_, choosing the Dalitz variables:
Dal~tz with T being D rest frame kinetic energies and Q = Tnl + Tn 2 + TK. Figure l5b shows a background Dalitz plot consisting of non-exotic Knn combinations, K±n+n-, with identical kinematic cuts. Both the signal and background plots appear uniformly populated without either boundary zeros or zeros along the y axis as expected for natural sp.in parity assignment.
In order to specifically rule out the states land 2+ we ha:e perfor~ed Monte-Car-lo .simulations using the simple, To compare the distribution of I 1 -with the data, we have divided· the Dalitz .plot into two discrimination regions divided by a contour of constant I 1 -.
The particular contour was chosen so that an equal number of events would be found in each region for a phase-space decay of the state n+, as determined by a Monte-Carlo calculation.
Because of the approximately uniform Krrrr detection efficiency over the Dalitz plot these regions have nearly equal areas. Figures 13c and 13d show the K+n±rr± invariant-mass spectra for events with Dalitz variables lying inside the two r-discrimination regions as indicated by the shaded area in the respective insets, A fit to a Gaussian signal over the scaled background of Fig. 7b  reveals 34 ;t 9 .signal· events in the peripher(ll region compared to 38 ± 9 signal events in the central region.
Such a division is consistent with equal population with a x2 of o.l for one degree of freedom (DF) or a confidence level CL = 75%. On the other hand, a Monte-Carlo simulation of Krrn decays using the intensity distribution I 1 -gives an expected population division of 1:8.2 for peripheral to central region. This is effectively ruled out with a x2 of 18. l ( CL = 2 x w-5).
C. The 2+ Matrix Element
Again following Zemach 1 8 we construct a symmetric, traceless second-rank tensor which is also symmetric under the exchange of the two pions. A simple example is provided by: Aij = ~iqj + ~jqi where ~ is the difference of the pion momenta and q is their cross product.
For unpolarized production one expects intensity proportional to 0 0
,., We have searched for a rr""n+ signal with optimal cut_s on the-recoil system. We can set an upper Test for Strangeness Conservation
In the Ecm = 3.9-·4.6 GeV data we have established an upper limit on charm events exhibiting apparent strangeness violation; i.e., events where the kaon observed in the recoil system has the same charge as the kaon found in the D 0 • This study bears on the question of D 0 -D0 mixing. Using the TOF kaon identification technique, method A, we find 77 events in our total data sample with a D 0 ( or 0°) ~ K+n± candidate and an additional kaon in the recoil system. We estimate that 39% of these events correspond to background; In the signal region the two kaons have like charge in 15 events and thus a like charge fraction of ·20 ± 5%, while . for the background regions we obtain 32 ± 6% for this fraction.
After background corrections we find a like charge fraction of 12 ± 9%. This fraction is consistent with 13%, the fraction obtained by a Monte-Carlo simulation predicated on no D 0 -0° mixing, thus suggesting that the 12% apparent strangeness violation is primarily due to residual time-of-flight misidentification. After correcting for this effect., we find that. less. than 18% of events containing a D 0 exhibit an apparent strangeness violation (90% CL).
*We have applied recoil mass cuts to the data in order to achieve this low background level. 
B.
Test for D*+ Exotic Decay
In the Ecm = 5 -7. 8 GeV data we have tested whether the decay proceeds as:
as expec e or no D -. m~x~ng, D *+ ---+ n: +5°
I +-
(exotic final state) or as:.
(nonexotic final state)
. 0 -which would imply such mixing.
To this end we study the possible D n: signal near a mass difference of 145 MeVjc2 in Figs. 13b and l3d . These events could be caused by three effects:
(l) double misidentification of an: as a K and 1 a K as an: (2) 6C =-ts decays, which are expected to be suppressed by tan4 Be ( -v 2 X 10-3), or ( 3) D 0 -5° mixing.
To eliminate the first possibility as much as possible, we select the events from Figs. 13c and l3d within 2.5 Mevjc 2 of the center of the peak and require that the ratio of the time-of-flight weights for the chosen combination to that for the combination in which the K and n: have been interchanged be greater than 3.2 1 OUt of 38 D 0 n:+ events 26 survive and out of ll D 0 n:-events 3 survive. These la:tter 3 events are consistent with coming from backgrounds. We expect 1.4 events from uncorrelated combinations of particles .and 0.6 events from Kn: double misidentification.
Thus, at the 90% confidence level, the fraction of the time that a D 0 decays as if it were a 6° (e.g., to
K+n:-instead of K-n:+) is less than 16%. The relationship between these two measurements depends in detail on the D 0 production mechanism over the full energy range from 3.9 to 4.6 GeV, which is unknown at present. A discussion of this relationship appears in R. L. Kingsley. 1 9 . . 
In (b)
we have also included a third peak centered at 244o MeVjc2 with a width r = 100 MeVjc2.
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